To assist in general planning, what must or may we use in our new
construction? In this case five materials: wood, brick, cement, paper, glass,
To simplify fabrication we must use our horizontal-unit system in con-
struction. We must also use a vertical-unit system which will be the
widths of the boards and batten-bands themselves, interlocking with the
brick courses. Although it is getting to be a luxury material, the walls will
be wood board-walls the same inside as outside—three thicknesses of
boards with paper placed between them, the boards fastened together
with screws. These slab-walls of boards—a kind of plywood construction
on a large scale can be high in insulating value, vermin-proof, and prac-
tically fireproof. These walls like the fenestration may be prefabricated
on the floor, with any degree of insulation we can afford, and raised into
place, or they may be made at the mill and shipped to the site in sections.
The roof can be built first on props and these walls shoved into place under
them.
The appurtenance systems, to avoid cutting and complications, must be
an organic part of construction but independent of the walls. Yes, we must
have polished plate glass. It is one of the things we have at hand to gratify
the designer of the truly modern house and bless its occupants.
The roof framing in this instance is laminated of three 2 x 4's in depth
easily making the three offsets seen outside in the eaves of the roof, and
enabling the roof span of 2 x 12" to be sufficiently pitched without the
expense of 'building up' the pitches. The middle offset may be left open
at the eaves and fitted with flaps used to ventilate the roof spaces in
summer. These 2 x 4's sheathed and insulated, then covered with a good
asphalt roof, are the top of the house, shelter gratifying to the sense of
shelter because of the generous eaves*
All this is in hand—no, it is in mind, as we plan the disposition of the
rooms.
What must we consider essential now? We havo a corner lot—say, an
acre or two—with a south and west exposure? We will have a good garden.
The house is planned to wrap around two sides of this garden.
 1.	We must have as big a living room with as much vista and garden
coming in as we can afford, with a fireplace in it, and open bookshelves, a
dining table in the alcove, benches, and living-room tables built in$ a quiet
rug on the floor,
 2.	Convenient cooking and dining space adjacent to if not a part of the
living room. This space may be set away from the outside walls within the
living area to make work easy. This is the new thought concerning a
kitchen—to take it away from outside walls and let it turn up into over-
head space within the chimney, thus connection to dining space is made
immediate -without unpleasant features and no outside wall space lost to
the principal rooms. A natural current of air is thus set up toward the
kitchen as toward a chimney, no cooking odours escaping back into the
house. There are steps leading down from this space to a small cellar be-
low for heater, fuel, and laundry, although no basement at all is necessary
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